
Easy, comfortable and convenient – day and night 
The sofa beds in HOLMSUND series are easy and convenient to live with around 
the clock. You simply convert the sofa to a bed and the bed to a sofa by pulling 
out or pushing in the underframe. The cover is durable and machine washable, 
so messes and spills are no disasters. Bed linen and other accessories can be 
stored in the space under the seat. So you get a stylish and durable sofa by day 
and a comfortable and spacious bed by night.

MODELS
3-seat sofa-bed
Corner sofa-bed

Removable cover

Choice of cover

Washable cover

BUYING GUIDE

HOLMSUND
Sofa-bed series

See more at

IKEA.com.hk



3-seat sofa-bed Corner sofa-bed

Width × Depth × Height*

Bed size

  
Complete with mattress and cover

  
Cover only

  
Complete with mattress and cover

  
Cover only

 light blue $4,690 692.407.57 $990 503.879.52 $5,490 092.282.06 $990 103.876.85

 white-grey $4,690 692.407.62 $990 403.879.57 $5,490 092.282.11 $990 003.879.40

 beige $5,090 592.407.67 $1,390 703.213.66 $5,990 591.507.52 $1,490 003.213.60

 medium grey $5,090 592.407.72 $1,390 903.213.70 $5,990 591.507.47 $1,490 203.213.64

ALL PARTS AND PRICES

HOW TO CONVERT

It is easy to convert HOLMSUND sofa-bed into a spacious and 
comfortable bed. First, remove the back cushions. Then lift and 
pull the seat and under-frame towards you. A storage space will 
open up under the seat. Then simply fold down the back frame to 
cover the storage section and enjoy a good night’s sleep.

It is easy to convert HOLMSUND corner sofa-bed into a spacious 
and comfortable bed. Simply pull the under frame towards you and 
lift up the mattress section. Storage for bed linen or back cushions 
is to be found in the chaise-lounge.

* The seat depth and total height depend on how you angle the loose back cushions.

All units require assembly, please refer to the price tag. Product information is for reference only,  
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